Simulations Simulation of Count Matrices. Count matrices were generated using the Lancichinetti and Fortunato (LFR) algorithm (Lancichinetti & Fortunato, 2009) . Graphs produced by the LFR benchmark follow the power law distribution for degree, which has long been considered an aspect inherent in many networks and thus a guiding property in the generation and testing of algorithms (Barabasi, 2013; Newman, 2006) . Many systems, from large networks such as the world wide web (Albert, Jeong, and Barabasi, 1999) to smaller networks of scientific collaborators (Newman ,2001) , exhibit power law distribution of edges across the nodes. This property has also been seen in biological systems (Clauset, Shalizi, & Newman, 2007) . While other generative programs for count matrices also follow a power-law distribution, we chose the Lancichinetti and Fortunato (2009) benchmark program primarily because it allows for variation in node degree distribution and community size. Specifically, the Lancichinetti and Fortunato algorithm for generating benchmarks allows the user to define parameters relating to the (1) average degree for each node (k), (2) the proportion of links that are with those in their community versus out (µ1), (3) the exponent for the power-law distribution of community size (t2), and (4) the exponent for the weight distribution β. Degrees for each node are drawn from a power-law distribution with the average degree (k), max degree, and exponent (t1) set by the researcher. To adjust the proportion of in-versus out-degree, the researcher can set the mixing parameter µ1 which indicates the proportion of a node's links that are connected to nodes outside of its community, additionally researchers can set µ2 determining what proportion of link weight connects within community vs out of community. Finally, the exponent t2 dictates the size of the communities with larger values indicating more equality with regards to the community sizes.
Simulation of Correlation and Euclidean matrices. The generative algorithm for arriving at the full, weighted correlation and Euclidean distance matrices stems from measurement theory and is drawn from structural equation modeling. The population correlation matrix Σ, from which the sample correlation matrices are generated, is specified as follows:
Here, Λ is an n × k loading matrix that indicates each node's weight on each community (k), with a minimum of 0 if the node is not assigned to that community and a range of .1 to .95 if it is assigned (see explanation below). The matrix Ψ contains 1s along the diagonal with the off-diagonal elements indicating the correlations among latent factors. Θ indicates the error variance for each node along the diagonal and the correlation of errors (set to zero here)on the off-diagonal elements. In order to return a correlation matrix, Θ(i, i) is set to 1 − Λ 2 ik since the variance of each node i is known to be Λ 2 ik under the current model.
Λ enables control of a number of factors of interest to the present investigation. Ideal approaches will be able to assess when no real communities exist (Newman, 2006) , so we set the lowest number of communities to be one (i.e., all nodes in a graph load on the same factor). To test the ability to find small communities, we have some conditions with more small communities than large, and for each graph size have at least one condition with a large number of communities present.
The second set of conditions discussed in the introduction, that of having the nodes vary in the strength to which they are connected to others in the community, can be addressed in the Λ matrix. This is termed the "connectivity range", with high values indicating stronger connections with the latent community and lower values indicating weaker connections. Values are drawn from this range from a uniform distribution.
The third set of conditions, heterogeneity in community size, is also manipulated with the Λ matrix. Here, we dictate how many nodes belong in each community by assigning loading patterns. A community that is large will have a disproportionate number of individual nodes load on the community, whereas small communities will have more zero loadings than the other communities. In some simulations, there are more small communities than large ones, and in others there is an equal spread of large and small communities and yet others have more large communities than small ones. The majority of the simulations have as equal of community sizes as possible given the divisor of number of communities to the number of nodes. The fourth set of conditions, number of communities, is precisely indicated by setting the number of factors (i.e., columns) in the Λ matrix, with each column corresponding to a community.
To generate node-level data, we consider each node i as a random variable of length 502 observations (except for the 1000 node case, which is 1002), and generate random, multivariate normal variables from the population-derived correlation matrix Sigma. At this point, we can add systematic level offset to individual nodes who belong to the same community k. In this way the conditions for level offset are manipulated. The variables in X are then used to make correlation and Euclidean distance matrices. Note that this parametrization leads to the individual errors being uncorrelated and for each node to be a member of one community. These specifications for each simulation are listed in Table 3 Tables   Supplemental Table 10.00 Simulation # Estimated to True Modularity Ratio Walktrap
